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smaart pacs is built on the latest technology and will be the most powerful and efficientpacs on the market. smaart pacs offers you the choice of multiple
display modes: 8.5in and 13.5in lcd screens, and 4k hxc and 2k hxc or lg oled displays. the smaart pacs is available on-site as a box, or as a rack-mounted
solution. the smaart pacs is the ideal solution for your facility, and for your radiology department. the so smaarters learn to operate an unmanned aerial
vehicle (uav) or drone to develop their skills in flying and operating a remote controlled aircraft. they fly, land, and take off in small aircraft at trinity.
equipment and parts are provided to build and maintain aircraft. the so smaarters are given the opportunity to earn college credits while participating in the
stem camp. trinity has agreements with various universities and colleges to provide college credit for those students who successfully complete the program.
the program schedule is between august and june with the most popular time in february and march. many participating students transfer into four-year
colleges. trinity is committed to ensuring that every single student has a successful camp experience. smaarters are required to complete two hours of
community service each month. during the school year, so smaarters participate in community service activities through the trinity community. during the
summer, the so smaarters serve on a community work team with other trinity students. they participate in community service projects with area churches,
state and federal agencies, and the dallas arts district.
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not only can you perform real time or off-line measurements, but smaart is also designed to measure the system’s transfer function and impulse response. a
transfer function is a graphic representation of how well a system transfers the digital image information from a digital camera to a display. the impulse

response is a graphic representation of how well the display preserves the timing information of a digitized scene as it passes through the system. this is an
important measurement because the transfer function is used to convert the digital image into a sequence of x-ray energy levels, and the impulse response is

used to convert this sequence of x-ray energy levels into an image of the object in the x-ray machine. this is the best way to know how well the imaging
system performs. this allows you to optimize the imaging process by designing the components of the system, or to optimize the imaging process, to match

the characteristics of the object being imaged. smaartpacs is a teleradiology system. a teleradiology system is an integrated solution for radiologists, referring
physicians, and facilities. with teleradiology, radiologists can view all exams, immediately making diagnoses, and then send reports to referring physicians,
hospital administrators, and insurance carriers for reimbursement. the smaart pacs is a separate service that is connected to your existing pacs. the smaart
pacs is managed and maintained by smaart pacs services, inc. smaart pacs services is the leading provider of radiology pacs services and solutions in the

world. the cost to build and maintain the smaart pacs is much lower than maintaining a legacy pacs system. 5ec8ef588b
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